Jim Ramey, CGCS, and former golf professional on the Penn Pals™ at the Bob Cupp, John Fought designed Crosswater Club, Sunriver, Oregon:

The Proof is in the Putting, and My Putter Here Loves PennLinks.

"I think the only way you can really know how your greens are performing is by putting them. I putt my greens daily, and schedule maintenance accordingly. Crosswater was voted Best new Resort Course by Golf Digest in 1995. Our Central Oregon high desert location subjects our turf to temperature extremes. We can be frosty in the morning and 90° in the afternoon. Sunny days, low humidity and cool nights are the norm. Typically we get snow cover in November, lasting into March. We normally open in early April, mowing our PennLinks greens at 0.156", then reduce the height of cut to 0.135" in June, then back to 0.156" in the fall.

We cut our PennLinks tees at 1/4" and our Penneagle fairways at 3/8" with excellent results. Our greens were flawlessly designed, properly constructed and seeded with the ideal grass for this climate. They perform beautifully throughout the seasons — the proof is in the putting."
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